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I present here a set of 19 painted maps, at different scales (from
1/50.000 to 1/1.000.000) originally representing small areas or larger
regions of South Africa, mainly in the KwaZulu-Natal Province – and
surroundings- in South Africa. Each map has been artistically
transformed using painting to express, illuminate, exaggerate or even
travesty key spatial mapping patterns. I am using the colours to tell
the territorial evolution of South Africa from a racial geography based on skin-colour segregation- to a so-called “rainbow-nation”.
Being in the same time geographer and artist, I have recycled the
maps used for my PhD thesis 10 years ago, to give them new
dimensions and significations. This work tells a lot about history,
geography, and suggests scenarios and even utopias. Sometimes the
painted representation reverses the effects of segregation and
sometimes reinforces it. It shows the abjectness of colonial and
apartheid geographical imposition, and provides critical readings for
the future.
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4th century - Migrants from the north settle, joining the indigenous San and
Khoikhoi people.

The White Colonisation of South Africa

1480s - Portuguese navigator Bartholomeu Dias is the first European to travel
round the southern tip of Africa.

1497 - Portuguese explorer Vasco da Gama lands on Natal coast.

1652 - Jan van Riebeeck, representing the Dutch East India Company, founds the
Cape Colony at Table Bay.

1795 - British forces seize Cape Colony from the Netherlands. Territory is
returned to the Dutch in 1803; ceded to the British in 1806.

1816-1826 - Shaka Zulu founds
formidable fighting force.
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1835-1840 - Boers leave Cape Colony in the 'Great Trek' and found the Orange
Free State and the Transvaal.

1852 - British grant limited self-government to the Transvaal.
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1856 - Natal separates from the Cape Colony.

MAP -I- Hibberden: the British colonisation of Natal.
Gouache on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

British settlers arrived in Natal by sea. They have created numerous coastal resorts [grey patches
originally mapped], demarcated farmland [white sections with black limits] and removed African
people into native reserves [black sections]
Late 1850s - Boers proclaim the Transvaal a republic.
1867 - Diamonds discovered at Kimberley.
1877 - Britain annexes the Transvaal.
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1879 - British defeat the Zulus in Natal.

MAP -II- Blackburn: the British colonisation of the Zulu Kingdom.
Gouache on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

After the annexation of Zululand, British settlers have created domains [Perseverance,
Endurance…] and farms [white sections with black limits and pieces of original map] and encircled
Zulu people into native reserves [colourful section]. The green section corresponds to a former
royal hunting area of king Shaka Zulu transformed into a protected forest.
1912 - Native National Congress founded, later renamed the African National Congress
(ANC).
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1910 - Formation of Union of South Africa by former British colonies of the Cape and
Natal, and the Boer republics of Transvaal, and Orange Free State.
1913 - Land Act introduced to prevent blacks, except those living in Cape Province,
from buying land outside reserves.

Map -III- Mtubatuba: the British colonisation of the Zulu forest.
Gouache on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

After the annexation of Zululand, the British colonisers have created small industrial service-towns
[Mtubatuba and River View are noticeable on pieces of the original map], have demarcated various
plots of sugar cane farms [white sections with black limits] and removed Zulu people into native
reserves [colourful section located at the outskirts of Hluhluwe-Mfolozi game reserve].
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The Apartheid Era
1948 - Policy of apartheid (separateness) adopted when National Party (NP) takes
power.
1950 - Population classified by race. Group Areas Act passed to segregate blacks and
whites. Communist Party banned. ANC responds with campaign of civil disobedience, led
by Nelson Mandela.

Map -IV- Port Shepstone Coast: the White’s geography of apartheid.
Gouache on 1/250.000 regional map (59X85 cm)

Following the promulgation of Apartheid laws taking over from segregationist colonial legislations,
the Natal Province is entirely reserved for Whites [parts of original map]. The territories reserved
for Blacks – which will take the name of Bantustans in the 1960’s – are demarcated as many
pockets and enclaves [black sections] disconnected one from the others. They serve as ‘labour
reservoirs’ for neighbouring white towns [Natal South Coast seaside resorts] and for sugar cane
plantations.
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1960 - Seventy black demonstrators killed at Sharpeville. ANC banned.
1961 - South Africa declared a republic, leaves the Commonwealth. Mandela heads ANC's
new military wing, which launches sabotage campaign.
1960s - International pressure against government begins, South Africa excluded from
Olympic Games.

Map V - Margate: “A village of Happiness” An extreme geography of apartheid.
Gouache and acrylic on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

White towns, as the seaside resort of Margate - with its symbolic holiday retirement village named
“Village of happiness” [grey piece of original map], and its neighbourhood [white sections] are
serviced by African rural areas and townships [parts of original map with black limits].
1964 - ANC leader Nelson Mandela sentenced to life imprisonment.
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1966 September - Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd assassinated.
1970s - More than 3 million people forcibly resettled in black 'homelands'.

Map -VI- The KwaZulu Bantustan: the geography of Grand Apartheid.
Gouache on 1/250.000 regional map (59X85 cm)

The picture in negative of apartheid? Grand apartheid laws foresee autonomisation or
independence of territories reserved to a single African ethnic group. Here, the KwaZulu Bantustan
[parts of yellowish original map with grey limits], an autonomous territory reserved for the Zulus,
comprises rural areas – former native reserves – and urban areas – so called ‘townships’ – located
near the white cities of Durban and Pietermaritzburg. The Natal Province is made of a subtropical
coastal strip connected to a mountainous hinterland [ironically painted here as black and grey
sections: the latter symbolising the numerous Indian people who have come to work on sugar cane
plantations].
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1976 - More than 600 killed in clashes between black protesters and security forces
during uprising which starts in Soweto.
1984-89 - Township revolt, state of emergency.

Map -VII- Kosi Bay: The Black Border.
Acrylics on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

This map represents one of the black national borders of South Africa during apartheid, separating the
KwaZulu Bantustan from Mozambique. In reality it shows a connected territory with indigenous
Thonga people living on both sides of the border [different grey sections on the map], and with political
control of white South Africa on both parts, especially during the Mozambican civil war. Ponta do Ouro
[piece of original map] was then a stronghold for the RENAMO Milice, armed by Pretoria and the USA
and opposed to the Marxist army of independence of Mozambique (FRELIMO)
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1989 - FW de Klerk replaces PW Botha as president, meets Mandela. Public facilities
desegregated. Many ANC activists freed.
1990 - ANC unbanned, Mandela released after 27 years in prison. Namibia becomes
independent.
1991 - Start of multi-party talks. De Klerk repeals remaining apartheid laws,
international sanctions lifted. Major fighting between ANC and Zulu Inkatha movement.

MAP -VIII- The KwaZulu-Natal: a target towards the rainbow?
Gouache on 1/1.000.000 aeronautical map (58X78 cm)

Uncertainties are strong in South Africa at the eve of advent of the Rainbow Nation [checked
pattern with uncompleted colours]. A civil war broke out between anti-apartheid activists (ANC and
UDF) and the traditionalist and pro-Bantustans Inkatha militia [AK 47 target centred on Durban
city]. Lesotho, small country enclaved in South Africa appears like a refuge [black patch].
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1993 - Agreement on interim constitution.

Map -IX- Port Shepstone: A scattered rainbow?
Gouache and acrylic on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

Political situation is still very tense at the eve of first democratic multiracial elections in 1994. First
abolitions of racial laws are facilitating the creation of territories opened to everybody [colourful
slivers of territories] while other areas are always marked by the ‘scars’ of the past [black and grey
slivers]. The original topographical map gives an illustration of the great variety of ‘racial
landscapes’ [sections of original map].
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What Rainbow Nation?
1994 April - ANC wins first non-racial elections. Mandela become president, Government
of National Unity formed, Commonwealth membership restored, remaining sanctions
lifted. South Africa takes seat in UN General Assembly after 20-year absence.

Maps -X- -XI- Rainbow Nations.
Collages and gouache on 1/500.000 (89X61 cm) & 1/250.000 topographical map (100X60 cm)

After the election of Nelson Mandela, South Africa becomes the ‘rainbow nation’, a large
multiracial democracy of Southern African [colourful checked pattern collage showing the whole
South African territory in its diversity]. Neighbouring countries cannot say the same [sections of
original map showing Mozambique and Swaziland].
1996 - Truth and Reconciliation Commission chaired by Archbishop Desmond Tutu begins
hearings on human rights crimes committed by former government and liberation
movements during apartheid era.
1996 - Parliament adopts new constitution. National Party withdraws from coalition,
saying it is being ignored.
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Map -XII- Empangeni: Where is the Rainbow?
Acrylics on 4X 1/50.000e topographical maps (106X131 cm)

The picture in negative of the rainbow nation? A colourful rainbow is located on the former
KwaZulu Bantustan territory to show the present irony of desegregation. In reality, that space
tends to keep its blackness. Nevertheless, this map could be also a medium of utopia for the
future…
1999 - ANC wins general elections; Thabo Mbeki takes over as president.
2001 April - 39 multi-national pharmaceutical companies halt a legal battle to stop
South Africa importing generic Aids drugs. The decision is hailed as a victory for the
world's poorest countries in their efforts to import cheaper drugs to combat the
virus.
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2001 September - Durban hosts UN race conference.

Map -XIII- The rainbow reserved for happy few.
Gouache on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

This map is much closer from the reality than the previous one. Despite important territorial, social
and economic changes, a strong legacy of segregation still influences the country. If the black
upper class is settling close to the white bourgeoisie [colourful rainbow section showing former
white urban areas – here Empangeni, Felixton and Mtunzini], the other black inhabitants always
live within the boundaries of former Bantustans [sections of original maps] and work for forestry
[clear green section] and for sugar cane plantations and refineries [bottle-green section].
2001 December - High Court rules that pregnant women must be given Aids drugs to help
prevent transmission of the virus to their babies.
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A Nature Country?
2002 August – Sustainable Development World Summit ‘Rio plus ten’

Map -XIV- Hluhluwe: A Park for all?
Acrylics on 1/50.000 topographical map (73X77 cm)

During colonial era and apartheid, nature reserves and national parks in South Africa have been
done in the name of White’s dreams of exoticism. Black people have been forcibly removed from
their lands to be relocated into native reserves in the periphery of the park [sections of original
map named ‘reserve’]. Today, the same protected areas are pretending to be opened and
benefiting to all populations. But environmental conflicts still occur between local people; newly
elected leaders, white farmers [white section] and conservation authorities. Parks colours are not
yet nice to everybody [rough sections of greens and blues].
2002 October - Bomb explosions in Soweto and a blast near Pretoria are thought to be
the work of right-wing extremists. Separately, police charge 17 right-wingers with
plotting against the state. 2003 May - Walter Sisulu, a key figure in the antiapartheid struggle, dies aged 91. Thousands gather to pay their last respects.
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2005 May - Geographical names committee recommends that the culture minister should
approve a name change for the capital from Pretoria to Tshwane.
2005 August - Around 100,000 gold miners strike over pay, bringing the industry to a
standstill.

Map -XV- Grootderm (Alexander Bay): Desert and Diamonds.
Acrylics on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

The northwest of South Africa is a desert, with diamonds in the sea and irrigated plantations in the
Orange River valley. Namaqua people live there and have gained a special status of cultural
recognition. But who is benefiting of mining outcomes? Money goes into big companies
considering this region as a multicolour land of opportunities [colourful sections in the desert].
2006 May - Former deputy president Jacob Zuma is acquitted of rape charges by the High
Court in Johannesburg. He is reinstated as deputy leader of the governing African
National Congress.
2006 September - Corruption charges against former deputy president Zuma are
dismissed, boosting his bid for the presidency.
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Cartographic Utopias
2006 December - South Africa becomes the first African country, and the fifth in the
world, to allow same-sex unions.

Map -XVI- Durban-EThekwini: a rainbow city?
Gouache on 1/50.000 topographical map (73X77 cm)

If big South African metropolises were an urban melting pot of the rainbow nation? They offer the
opportunity for people to meet and to mix despite the persistence of strong racial segregations. In
Durban, only some artistic and intellectual circles seem to entirely enjoy the otherness [alternation
of colourful strips with sections of original map].
2007 April - President Mbeki, often accused of turning a blind eye to crime, urges
South Africans to join forces to bring rapists, drug dealers and corrupt officials to
justice.
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2007 May - Cape Town mayor Helen Zille is elected as new leader of the main opposition
Democratic Alliance (DA).

Map -XVII- Cape Peninsula: The Mother Nature.
Acrylics on 1/50.000 topographical map (74X94,5 cm)

Cape Town is the Mother City of South Africa. The city is the host of the famous Table Mountain
National Park, the latter incorporating the Cape Peninsula with the Cape of Good Hope. The
protection of nature and beautiful sceneries seem now to be the priority on that peninsula
[patches of various greens]. But this beautiful picture hides a still very fragmented social and racial
situation with townships and squatters camps scattered located on various areas of that map
[Hangberg in Hout Bay, Ocean View in Kommetjie etc.].
2008 May - Wave of violence directed at foreigners hits townships across the country.
Dozens of people die and thousands of Zimbabweans, Malawians and Mozambicans return
home.
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2008 September - President Mbeki resigns over allegations that he interfered in the
corruption case against Mr Zuma. ANC deputy leader Kgalema Motlanthe is chosen by
parliament as president.
2009 May - Parliament elects Jacob Zuma as president.
2009 July - Township residents complaining about poor living conditions mount violent
protests.
2010 June - South Africa hosts the World Cup football tournament.

Map -XVIII- KwaBonambi: a field for all?
Acrylic on 1/50.000 topographical map (59X77 cm)

The 2010 World Cup gave to the world the image of a prosperous, secured and reconciled South
Africa! Nevertheless, do we find there a land for each and every one and a ground for everybody?
This map evokes the multiplicity of possibilities [blue-green pieces of land] despite the inertia of
large untransformed territories [yellowish sections].
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2012 August-October - Police open fire on workers at a platinum mine in Marikana,
killing at least 34 people, and leaving at least 78 injured and arresting more than
200 others. Prosecutors drop murder charges in September against 270 miners after a
public outcry, and the government sets up a judicial commission of inquiry in October.

Map -XIX- Pella: End of Nowhere?
Acrylics on 1/50.000e topographical map (59X77 cm)

Finally, this map could have been the first map of that exhibition. Edge of the South African
territory, home of the first inhabitants of the country -the Khoisan- large date-palm plantation,
Pella is the end of nowhere and the beginning of everything, sort of haven of utopia.
2012 October - Platinum mine owner Amplats fires 12,000 striking miners as wave of
wildcat strikes shows little sign of abating.
2012 December - Mr Zuma re-elected as leader of the ANC.
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APARTHEID MAP OF SOUTH AFRICA

Source: Wikicommons.
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PRESENT MAP OF SOUTH AFRICA

Source: Wikicommons.
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Sylvain Guyot was born in 1976 in Nice (French Riviera). He spent all his childhood in Provence between his
parent’s place in Cagnes-sur-Mer, located not far from the Domaine Renoir, and the countryside house of
his mother’s side grand-parents at le Tholonet (Bouches du-Rhône), neighbours of Château Noir painted by
Paul Cézanne. In the process of his artistic self-education, Sylvain has been continuously exposed to
Mediterranean light and colours, as well as to exceptional art places like art museums (Chagall, Matisse,
Picasso or Foundation Maeght).
After having studied geography at University of Provence, Sylvain left to South Africa between 2000 and
2002 to do his PhD. He was then based at University of Zululand in the subtropical province of KwaZuluNatal. Fascinated by the pace, the colours and the intense contrasts of this country, echoing an intimate
difficult experience, Sylvain has started to paint in August 2001 in an improvised studio in his house of
Richards Bay. Trying to overcome some of these daily injustices, and thanks to the contact of the Grenoblebased artist Anne de Beaufort, living those years in Durban (South Africa), these paintings took
immediately the form of colourful abstraction underlining the strength of the South African field. This
creation has since then continued in his flats of Grenoble, Alice (in South Africa, during a postdoctoral
residence at University of Fort Hare in 2005) and Limoges. Artistic options go to colours, acrylics and flax
canvas as well as to various techniques (plating; paper and grass massaging) and tools (ruler, sponge and
liquids). Geographer and traveller, Sylvain gives to his paintings a nomad dimension, illustrating the doubts
of his daily life, inspirited by an aesthetical perspective. Sylvain is revisiting according to a lyrical
perspective the movement and colours used by abstract expressionists.
His last work is about cartography and art on South African territories.
Recent exhibitions:
July 2008: Exhibition at ‘La grange à calèches’, Cours Vergnaud, Limoges; with Pedro Rodriguez-Fisher
(Chilean painter and ceramist from Iquique) and Anne-Laure Guyot, based at Merate, Italy.
July-August 2008: Collective Exhibition “Les Estivales”, St Victurnien, Haute-Vienne.
July-August 2009: Collective Exhibition “Les Estivales”, St Victurnien, Haute-Vienne, “Acrylics Colours”
July-August 2010: collective Exhibition “Les Estivales”, St Victurnien, Haute-Vienne, “South African
Inspirations”
November 2010: Salon des Artistes Limousins Créateurs, Pavillon du Verdurier, Limoges, Haute-Vienne
December 2011: Salon des Artistes Limousins Créateurs, Pavillon du Verdurier, Limoges,
Haute-Vienne, http://artisteslimousinscreateurs.hautetfort.com
May 2012 (18th to 25th): Moulin de Cézanne, Le Tholonet
September 2012 (16th): Art of landscape, landscape of art, Route Cézanne, Le Tholonet
November 2012: Salon des Artistes Limousins Créateurs, Pavillon du Verdurier, Limoges, Haute-Vienne

Website: http://peinturesylvainguyot.wordpress.com/
Thanks to the Land & Survey, Mowbray (South Africa) for their nice maps.
Today territorial information in South Africa is free.
Contact: sguyot76@yahoo.fr
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